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Solitaire - Cat Pirate Portrait - Experience the crisp, clear, and easy to read cards, simple and quick animations, and nice sounds,
you can play with portrait views.
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This was the hardest card game I've had to play. I did manage to win afterwards though! Apart from that: great challenge. Cute
pirate kitty and I enjoy the card designs! The more colorful cards are harder to play with (because of different shapes on them),
BUT that means you can overcome another challenges and be proud of yourself. There isn't much to do, but for a mindless card
fun + cheap prices = this will work.. Very basic solitaire game, as expected for such price. Good graphics, cute cat. However
I've encountered some annoying issues while playing - when you drag and drop a card you have to point it presisely on new spot
or otherwise it will jump back to old spot. Very annoying because other soliatire games don't have this issue. I hope developers
can improve this behavior.. So it's just normal solitaire. It has a cat wearing a pirate outfit as its background. The music is awful
so it gets turned off anyway. This is my "play in the background while I'm watching TV or avoiding adulting" game. It really just
is bare bones and mindless, but a cute spin on the basic version.because.pirate cat. Plus it's really cheap.I think I may have
gotten it as part of an extremely inexpensive bundle, so maybe wait for it to be on sale or look for it in a bundle deal if the price
is scaring you away.. Possibly the worst Solitaire game I have ever played with cringe worthy music..
Ku00e4yttu00f6liittymu00e4 bugaa, korttien sijoittaminen on tarkkaa tai peli ei hyvu00e4ksy siirtoa. Musiikki toistaa heti
itseu00e4u00e4n ja u00e4u00e4nitehosteet lu00e4hinnu00e4 u00e4rsyttu00e4u00e4.. How the hell do you stuff up Solitaire? In
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my eyes, stuffing up Solitaire is a bigger developing mistake than Nintendo's devastating Virtual Boy, bigger than Phil Fish's I
quit because I can't handle a complaint, bigger than 2011 play stationu2019s friendly 77 million you've been hacked
notifications. Seriously if you have shares in this company http://www.boogygames.com/index.html then itu2019s time to Sell,
Sell, And Sell. * Tedious and anal drag and drop * Marketing and Themes that appeal to Crazy Cat Ladies only * Music that will
make you wish you were deaf * Zero starteru2019s instructions * No achievements * UI more unfriendly than finding a
Klingon's G Spot. * Scammy content thatu2019s flagrantly u2018Nigerian I need your help to transfer moneyu2019 worthy.
Unity, skeletal, laborious, finished within 5 minutes. This game needs more 'It Never Happened' marketing cover up than
Roswell. Below instead of showing game I thought Iu2019d share a cat playing solitaire which is much more worthy of your
precious timeu2026 https://youtu.be/ElGFxZfA5vI If you enjoyed reading this review please subscribe to my curator page.
Thanks. http://store.steampowered.com/curator/6843548/. udb40udc21
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